Mask

Micro-Trans Fiber Mask
Micro-Trans Fiber is a soft, smooth, and gentle material that's
perfect for applications ranging from medical gauzes to
cosmetic pads to face masks to wipes for electronics and
semiconductors.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT
PACKAGING/WIPES


Micro-trans fiber is composed entirely of continuous
cellulose filaments, markedly reducing the potential for lint
and fallen-fibre formation and separation. The material is
inherently composed of smooth, rounded filaments, a finely
ordered micro-structure, and an additive-free composition,
which results in a very low amount of surface abrasion when
using it. Micro-trans fiber abrasion on a simulated skin
surface is minimal even after repeated wiping, in contrast
with the cumulative abrasion caused by other fabrics, such
as normal cotton or rayon. As such, it is one of the
smoothest natural fabrics available, perfect for skin
treatments and other cosmetic uses, even on very sensitive
skin.

Cotton Linter

As Micro-trans fiber is a natural fibre, it is completely free
from any binding agents for freedom from binder elution,
retention of inter-filament bonds, and ultra-low fibril release
in use with a broad range of solvents.
Thanks to being natural, the material also benefits from the
following properties:

•
Micro-trans fiberl grade SB283 test results indicate it
can absorb and hold about 13x its own weight in water.
•
It generates CO and CO2 during incineration, but
virtually no harmful gases due to binder-free cellulose
composition.
•
It minimizes static charge formation, due to
moisture-retention properties inherent to its fibres.
•
It undergoes bio-degradation in soil and landfill
disposal.
•
It can withstand temperatures up to 260ºC, free
from the softening and decomposition characteristic of
synthetic fabrics.

How to choose masks?
 Cotton

facial masks offer an athome spa treatment without the
mess and hassle of more
traditional face masks. Choose
your mask with care to find the
best match for you and enjoy
amazing results with such a
simple application.

Instructions




Get a mask that is dermatologically recommended.
Like many beauty products, fake or cheap versions are
available on the market and these will typically contain
lower-quality chemical ingredients that could have a
negative effect on your skin.
Look for masks that are made of eco cotton or
manufactured from organic ingredients. Sometimes
these can be a little more expensive, but masks made
from natural fibers are less likely to irritate skin or
provoke conditions and are friendly to the
environment.



Match the mask with your specific skin type. Whether it is
dry or oily, ensure that you get a mask suited for your skin
condition. Many cotton masks have a particular function in
mind such as an anti-aging firming mask or a skin brightener.
So choose a mask that does the job you want for your own
skin type.



Read the directions on the back of the pack to see how to
apply it. Some cotton masks need you to leave them on for
30 or 40 minutes, so if you want a quick result, select a fastacting mask like an ultra-absorbing formula that you can
take off after just a couple of minutes.



Check the expiration date on the packaging. Just like grocery
shopping, find the mask with the latest date. If you keep
your mask in the fridge or a cool, shaded area, it will actually
last longer than at room temperature.

Non-woven Fiber Mask

vs

Micro-trans fiber Mask

Mask Material analysis
Non-woven Fiber

Ingredient



Absorption 



85% synthetic fiber
15%natural fiber
Contains only 10-15% cotton
Not easy to fit on the face
Hard to absorb the serum in the
mask

Micro-trans Fiber(Viceral)



100% natural fiber from Japan



It can absorb more than 13 times the
serum
Release the serum to skin once apply
on the face
Penetrate serum instantly




Thickness






Breathable 


Suitable
skin type




Very thick
Hard to stay on the face
Serum gets dry out easily
Non-elasticity




Due to the thicker cotton mask, it is
not breathable
Feel very heavy and sticky on the
face







Not natural material, easy to get


irritate
Not recommended for sensitive skin

Ultra-thin, only 0.2-0.3mm
Almost transparent when apply on
the face
Perfectly fit on the face and hard to
come off
Elegantly fit on the face
No heavy, uncomfortable feeling
Deliver serum into every inch of the
skin
Suitable for every skin type
Specially design for sensitive skin

How to use Micro-trans fiber mask
after Medical Beauty Treatment?
Skin tends to get very sensitive after
medical beauty treatment, so it is
important to offer intense hydration to
sooth and calm the redness of the skin.
 Specially designed for after treatment
skin.
 With high concentrate Hyaluronic Acid,
Algae Extract, Aloe Vera Extract,
Palmitoyl Tripeptide-5 to provide
moisture into the skin
 With ultra-thin Micro-trans fiber, gives
skin extra light and comfortable feeling.
Skin feels instantly calm and sooth the
redness of the skin.

Direction
During Treatment

Everyday use



Remove makeup→cleanse→toning

5 minutes



Treatment

5 minutes



Apply serum/ampoule

5 minutes



Maximum Hydration-Infusing Mask 15 minutes



Massage + repair + sunblock

5 minutes

Carefully take out and unfold
the Micro Trans-fiber mask.
Peel off the white layer first
and gently place it evenly on
the cleaned face and even it
out to cover the entire face.
Peel the pink layer off. The
Micro-Trans fiber would fit
perfectly on the face. Use the
mask 2-3 times a week, 10-15
minutes each. For better
result, massage the entire face
after replace the mask.

Followed by facial massage
to get the best result

Asian Mask—the New Trend


LA FAON Micro-trans Fiber facial masks are designed to be used
as a simple and effective way to ensure personal care
treatments are spread uniformly over the face for maximum,
homogeneous coverage. The fabric, which transpires perfectly,
allows for creams, gels, serums, and other products to be
absorbed correctly by the skin without having environmental
contaminants clinging to a freshly applied treatment.



With just a 20 minute application using LA FAON Micro-trans
fiber masks, personal care products become less intrusive, as
the mask allows the simple application of the product and still
permits the consumer to perform other activities, like watching
a film, doing household chores, surfing on line. The mask can
even be used on-the-go during long trips, a great aid for
revitalizing tired travelers.

